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In this paper, a discounted dynamic programming problem with convex 
constraints is investigated. In many cases, it seems to be difticult to search directly 
for an optima1 policy. Here, we introduce the Lagrangian programming problem 
corresponding to the original one. Then, we prove the existence of an optimal 
solution for the Lagrangian problem. Moreover, by perturbing the original 
problem, we develop the Lagrangian duality. rc: 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, dynamic programming problems with a discount factor on an 
infinite horizon have been investigated by many authors. When we analyze 
in detail the contents of the loss and gain functions in such decision 
problems, we have to consider a dynamic programming problem under 
some constraints, guaranteeing the production techniques and the 
materials. However, when the constraints are incorporated to the model, it 
seems to be difficult to search directly for an optimal solution, because we 
do not know the various properties for the constrained set of policies used 
by us. So, we introduce the Lagrangian programming problem, which is 
constructed by using a Lagrangian multiplier corresponding to the original 
problem, Then, from Himmelberg et al. [4] and Wakuta [12], it follows 
that there exists at least an optimal stationary policy for this Lagrangian 
decision problem, which is called a weak optimal stationary solution. 
Moreover, in order to analyze the original decision problem, we develop 
essentially the Lagrangian duality by imbedding it in the family of the per- 
turbed decision problem in a certain way. To do this, we introduce the dual 
function corresponding to the perturbed decision problem. By using the 
dual function, we can prove the equivalence of the original decision 
problem and the Lagrangian decision problem. The dynamic programming 
problem and the Lagrangian duality theorem are analogous to the mini- 
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mization problem and the Lagrangian duality theorem of constrained 
optimization (see [ 1, 6, 73 in detail). But, in the decision model, the set of 
policies used by us is no subset in vector space and the dynamic property 
plays an important role. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a formulation of 
our dynamic programming problem with constraints. Section 3 contains 
the preliminary lemmas as well as the definitions of an optimal and a weak 
optimal solution. In Section 4, we show the existence of a weak optimal 
stationary policy for the Lagrangian decision problem and give the rela- 
tions between a saddle point of the Lagrangian and an optimal solution. 
Finally, in Section 5, we develop the Lagrangian duality. 
2. FORMULATION OF DISCOUNTED DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
WITH CONSTRAINED CONDITIONS 
A dynamic decision model is specified by a set of seven elements 
(S, A, E 9, r, g, B), (2.1) 
where 
(i) S is a non-empty Bore1 subset of a Polish (i.e., complete, 
separable, metric) space, the set of states of the decision system. 
(ii) A is a non-empty Bore1 subset of a Polish space, namely, the 
action space. 
(iii) F is a Bore1 measurable multifunction which assigns to each 
state s E S a non-empty feasible set of actions F(s) c A. We assume that 
Gr F = {(s, a) 1 a E F(s), s E S} is a Bore1 subset of S x A. 
(iv) q is a transition probability measure q( ) s, a) on the Bore1 sub- 
sets of S given each (s, a) E Gr F, i.e., q(B 1 s, a) is a probability of a Bore1 
set B for each (s, a) E Gr F and a Bore1 measurable function of (s, a) E Gr F 
for each Bore1 set B. The law of motion of the decision system is given by q. 
(v) r(s, a) is a real-valued function, Gr F+ R, the one-step loss 
function. 
(vi) g(s, a) = (gl(s, a), g,(s, a), . . . . g,(s, a)) is an m-dimensional 
vector-valued function, Gr F + R”, the one-step vector cost function. 
(vii) p is a discount factor, 0 <p < 1. 
In the specification, we should note that the feasible set of actions F(s) 
depends on a state s E S and q( .I s, a) is independent of the time. 
Then, a policy rt is defined as an infinite sequence (n,, rr2, . . . . 7~,, . ..). each 
element 71, of which is a conditional probability on A given H, and 
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H, = (Gr F) x H,- ,(H, = S), n > 2 is the set of all possible histories up to 
the n th stage. Let s, and a, denote the n th state and n th action, respec- 
tively. It is assumed that rt, satisfies the constraint n,(F(s,) 1 h,) = 1 for all 
given histories h, = (s,, a,, s2, a,, . . . . s,) in the decision system. A policy n 
is said to be stationary and denoted by ,f” if there exists a Bore1 
measurable selector f for the constraint multifunction F, i.e., f is a Bore1 
measurable mapping from S into A such that f(s) E F(s) for all s E S, and 
n,(j(s,) 1 h,) = 1 for all given histories h, = (si, a,, . . . . s,). 
Throughout the paper, the class of all policies is denoted by 17. On the 
other hand, we assume that R”, the range space of the vector cost function 
g, is an ordered vector space with respect to a given convex cone D with 
vertex at the origin, where the cone D will defined in the next section in 
detail. 
Then, the dynamic decision process is interpreted as follows. If policy 
w=(Tc,, T-cz, . ..) is employed, at the successive discrete time n, n = 1,2, . . . . we 
observe the state of the decision system and classify it to a possible state 
s, E S. So, since the history h, up to the present time n is given, we choose 
an action a, EF(F(~,) by the conditional probability rr,,. As a result of the 
chosen a, at the time n, we will incur loss ~(s,, a,), namely, obtain gain 
-I($,, a,), and also, will need cost g(s,, a,) E R”, which guarantees the 
production techniques and the materials needed to implement the action 
a,. Then, the decision process moves to a new state s, + , E S according to 
the transition probability measure q( .I s,, a,). After that the process of the 
dynamic decision system is developed from the state s, + , . So, given an 
initial distribution p( .) on S, any policy rr together with the transition 
probabilibty q, defines a probability measure p,” on the set (Sx A)” = 
SxAxSxAx ... x S x A of future up to the time n in the decision system 
(see K. Hinderer [S, p. 80]), i.e., ~~=p~,q~,q...~,_~q7c,. 
Now, let h,= (si, ui,.~, a,, . . . . s,) denote a history of the decision pro- 
cess up to time n and let hk = (h,, a,). The expected loss and the expected 
cost at each time n are given by 
(2.2) 
and 
respectively. So, if a policy n = (n, , rrz, . ..) is employed under the discount 
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factor /I, the total expected discounted loss and the total expected dis- 
counted vector cost are given by 
and 
v(n) = f B”- %Cg(s,, 41 
n=l 
= (-7 V,/,(n), ...)y=, , 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
respectively, where 
Then, we consider a basic minimization problem (P) for the dynamic 
decision system. 
minimize Z(Z) subject o rt E l7 and V(X) Q~ 9, (P) 
where V(X) is the total expected discounted vector cost function from I7 
into the ordered vector space R” determined by the given convex cone D 
and 8 denotes zero vector. 
In the following, we analyze the problem (P) and develop the 
Lagrangian duality theorem by imbedding it in the family of problem 
minimize Z(Z) subject o 7c E I7 and V(n) <D z. (P’) 
See Ref. [S, Sect. 81 for the minimization problem and the Lagrangian 
duality theorem of constrained optimization. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS AND DEFINITIONS IN THE DECISION SYSTEM 
Let x = (x1, x2, . . . . x,)~~~.Y=(.Y,,Y~,..., y,) be two vectors in R”. The 
inner product of x and y is given by 
(x3 Y>’ f x,.Y,. 
r=1 
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Let 8 = (0, 0, . . . . 0) E R”. Denote by int E the interior of the subset E c R”‘. 
A subset Cc R” is a cone if Kc C for 3, E R + , the set of non-negative real 
numbers. A convex cone is, of course, defined as a set which is both convex 
and cone. 
Throughout the paper, we assume that R”, the range of the total 
expected discounted vector cost function P’(X) on l7, is an ordered vector 
space with respect to a given convex cone D having vertex at the origin. 
DEFINITION 1. For any two vectors x, y E R”, we write x a0 y if 
x - y E D. The convex cone D defining this relation is called the positive 
cone in R”. The convex cone -D is called the negative cone and we write 
y<.xify-x~-D. 
In this case, we write x >D 8 if x is an interior point of the positive cone 
D. We can easily verify that x 2 ,, y, y > D z implies x > D z and, since 0 E D, 
x 2 D x for all x E R”. On the other hand, the dual cone D* of D is given 
by 
D*=(y~R~l(x,y)~Oforallx~D}. (3.1) 
In order to prove the main results in the paper, we will need the 
following lemmas. We introduce a notation as follows 
K=((l(n), V(rr))~R~+‘forallrc~n}. (3.2) 
LEMMA 1. K is a convex set in R”+ ‘, that is, for any non-negative 
numbers c(~, uz, . . . . uk with cf= 1 cli = 1 and any policies z’, x2, . . . . 7~~ E II, 
j, d4ni), Un’)) E K. 
Proof: Based on arguments contained essentially [2, pp. 16171 we will 
sketch an outline of the proof. Let p”’ be the probability measure of the 
state-action process {(s,, a,)} when a policy rci is employed. Let p,“’ denote 
the projection of p”’ on the space of all histories h; = (h,, a,,). Then, we 
define Q by 
Q= i uipA’, 
,= 1 
which is a probability measure on the Bore1 subsets of all admissible 
histories in S x A x S x A x . . . . For each n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . let rrn( ./ h,) be a 
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conditional probability measure on Gr Fc A given a history h, E H, with 
respect o Q, that is, 
QWmwL)=j ~n(~nIMQn(dhn) 
& 
for all Bore1 sets A, c Gr PC A and B, c H,, where Qn is the projection of 
Q on the space of all histories H,. Here, x,(A, 1 h,) is given by 
where rci denotes the conditional probability on Gr Fc A given history h, 
for the policy ni. If we put X= (ni, x2, . . . . x,, . ..). it follows that 71 is an 
admissible policy and Q =plr. We conclude that {p” for all 7c E ZZ} is a 
convex set of measures. So, from (2.4) and (2.5), it follows immediately that 
the set K is convex. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose int D # q5 and the existence of a policy x1 E IZ for 
which V(7c’) <D 9, that is, V(n’)~int( -D). Let 
Z,=inf(Z(n)I~EZZ, V(n)<,%) 
be finite. Then, there is a vector d,* ED* such that 
(3.3) 
Proof: In the space R m+ ’ = R x R”, define the sets 
Xi={(x,z)lx~Z(n),z~, V(n)forsome7rEZZ) 
~*={~~,~~l~~Z,,z~,O}. 
Then, both X, and X, are convex sets because of Lemma 1 and int X, # 4 
because of int( -D) # 4. Also, the definition of I, implies that 
X, n int X, = 4. 
Therefore, by the separation theorem, we can find w* = (x*, d,*) eRm+‘, 
w* # (0, %), such that 
inf <(x*, d,*), (xl, z,)) 2 sup <(x*, d,*), (x1, z2)). (3.4) 
(XI.ZI)EXI (xz,z2) E x2 
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From the nature of the set X,, it follows immediately that u’* 3 (0, e), that 
is, x*>,O, ~:ED*. Since (Z,,~)EX,, from (3.4), we have 
((x”,dO*), (X,,Z,))>-x*.zlJ forall (x,,z,)~X,. 
Now, in order to prove that x* > 0. Assume that x* = 0. It follows that 
d,*#tl and (d,*, V(rr’))>O. Observing that V(n’)Eint(-D) and 
d,* E D*, we obtain (d,*, L’(z’))<O and then (do*, V(rr’)) =O. This 
equality implies, since V(z’) is an interior point of -D, that d,* = 8, which 
is a contradiction. Thus, x* >O and, without loss of generality, we may 
assume x* = 1. 
Also, since the point (lo, 0) E X, is arbitrarily close to Xi, we have 
IO= inf (xi + (d,*, zl)) 
(xl,=I)~xI 
< ,‘fi (4x)+ Cd,*, Un)>) 
<inf(Z(n)+ (d,*, V(n))ln~K V(TC)<~~) (d,* ED*) 
6 inf(Z(7r) 171 E Z7, V(7r) GD 0) 
=I,. 
Hence, the lemma is proved. 
We conclude this section with the following. 
DEFINITION 2. A policy rc* E 17 is called an optimal solution for the 
problem (P) if rc* is an optimal policy, that is, 
Z(7r*) = inf(Z(7r) 171 E Z7, V(n) GD 0). 
DEFINITION 3. A policy z* is called a weak optimal solution relating to 
d,* E D* if rc* satisfies 
Z,=inf(Z(rr)Ix~ZZ, V(7c)<,@ 
= Z(TC*) + (d,*, V(n*)) 
4. THE EXISTENCE OF A WEAK OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
IN THE DECISION SYSTEM 
In order to prove that there exists at least a weak stationary optimal 
solution, let M(S) be the set of all bounded Bore1 measurable real functions 
on S and we impose some assumptions on q, r, and g as follows. 
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(Al) F is a Bore1 measurable compact-valued multifunction from S 
into A 
(A2) The loss function T(S, a) is bounded on Gr F and is a 1.s.c. func- 
tion of a E F(s) for each s E S 
(A3) Each element g,(s, a), t= 1, 2, . . . . m, in the vector cost function 
g(s, a) is bounded on Gr F and is a continuous function of a E F(s) for each 
SES 
(A4) For any u E M(S), 
is a 1.s.c. function of a E F(s) for each s E S. 
But, under the above assumptions, it seems to be difficult to search 
directly for an optimal solution in the problem (P), because we do not 
have the various properties, for example, compact property, of the policies 
n satisfying V(n) <D 0. We will show that there exists an optimal solution, 
which is called a weak optimal solution, for the modified decision system 
(4.2) instead of (2.1). Then, from a view of Lemma 2, it s&ices to find an 
optimal policy for the total expected iscounted numerical reward function 
Z(n) + (do*, V(z) ) on I7 relating to the Lagrangian multiplier do* E D*. 
Now, if a policy 71 = (11, , rc2, ...) is employed, from (2.4) and (2.5) the 
total expected discounted numerical reward function can be rewritten as 
4n)+(do*, Vn)>=z(~)+ t dl*Vt(n), d,*=(d:,d:,...,d;) 
r=1 
So, we modify the decision system (2.1) to one with the numerical 
reward function 
(S, A, f’, 4, r + Cd,*, g>, 8). (4.2) 
In the modified dynamic decision system (4.2) the forms of the loss func- 
tion and the cost function are only different from the original decision 
system (2.1) and, from (A2) and (A3), r+ (d,*, g) is bounded on Gr F 
and is a 1.s.c. function of a E F(s) for each s E S. 
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Then, for the Lagrangian multiplier dd in Lemma 2, we define an 
operator T,, on M(S) by 
TO U(S) = min r(s,(l)+(d~,g(i,cr))+P~ u(--)q(dzls,a) . (4.3) acF(s) s > 
Evidently, T,u E M(S) whenever u E M(S). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the decision system (2.1) satisfies (Al ), (A2), 
(A3), and (A4). Then, there exists a policy n1 such that V(X’ ) E int( -D), we 
have a weak optimal stationary solution f *m relating to a vector d,* E D* 
such that 
Z,=inf(Z(7r)InEZZ, V(n)<,O) 
=Kf*“)+ Cd,*, W*“C)> 
=b;f, V(n)+ Cd,*, V(n)>). (4.4) 
Zf I, is attained by a policy no, that is, an optimal solution of problem (P), 
then 71’ minimizes Z(n) + (d,*, V(n)) on ZZ and 
(d,*, V(nO)) = 0. (4.5) 
ProoJ From Lemma 2, it follows that there exists the Lagrangian 
multiplier d,* E D* satisfied 
(4.6) 
So, from a view of (4.1), it is sufficient to find an optimal policy for the 
modified decision system (4.2). We sketch an outline of this as follows. The 
operator T, defined by (4.3) is a contraction operator on Banach space 
with supnorm M(S). To has a unique point u* in M(S), that is, U* = T,u*. 
Then, using a 1.s.c. function instead of an U.S.C. function in [4, Theorem 21, 
we prove that Tou* is attained by Bore1 measurable selectorf*. Moreover, 
by an argument similar to the one used in [12], we show that this policy 
f* minimizes Z(K) + (do*, V(n)) on ZZ. Thus, we see that f*‘O is a weak 
optimal stationary solution. The first part of the theorem is proved. 
For the second part of the theorem, suppose that no is an optimal 
solution for the problem (P). Then, we have 
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Z(a”)=Zo=~i;~(Z(n)+ (d,*, V(rc))) 
=W*“)+ Cd,*, W*“)> 
<Z(n’)+ Cd,*, V(n”)> (d,* ED* and V(rr’) <D 0) 
< 1(71O), 
which shows (4.4) and (4.5). Whence the theorem is proved. 
From now on, assuming an only condition that Z(rc) and V(rc) are well 
defined and finite for each policy r-c EZZ, we will prove the following 
theorems. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 71’ is an optimal solution for the problem (P). 
Then, there exists d,* ED* such that the Lagrangian 
L(z, d*) = Z(X) + (d*, V(n)> (4.7) 
has a saddle point (no, d,*), that is, 
L(z”, d*) < L(x’, d:) < L(q d,*) 
for all (n, d*)EZ7x D*. 
ProoJ Let d$ be defined as in Lemma 2. Since r-co is an optimal 
solution for the problem (P), we have immediately 
Z(rr’) = Z, = inf (Z(x) + (do*, V(z))) 
rrczn 
<Z(n’)+ (do*, I’(z’)) 
< Z( 7c”). (4.8) 
From (4.8), it follows easily that, for all rc E Z7, 
L(z”, d,*) d L(n, d,*). 
On the other hand, from (4.7), we have 
L(x”, d*) - L(x”, d;) 
= (d*, V(n’)) - (d,+, V-(X”)) (Cd,*, V~“))=Ob~ (4.8)) 
= (d*, V(n’)) ~0, 
because d * E D* and V(rr”) GD 8. Hence, (no, d,* ) is a saddle point which 
completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that x0 is a weak optimal solution related to 
d,* ED* for problem (P). Then, 71’ is un optimal solution for the follok+Yng 
decision problem 
minimize Z(x) subject to II E ZZ and V(x) <a V(7-c’). 
Proof: Suppose that rc” is not an optimal solution of the problem. Then, 
there is a policy XEZZ such that Z(n) <Z(lc’) and V(z) bD V(n’). Since 
d,* E D*, we have 
Cd,*, V(n)> < Cd,*, v(n’)> 
and hence 
Z(n)+ Cd,*, f’(n)> <Z(n’)+ Cd,*, v(n’)>, 
which contradicts the fact that x0 is a weak optimal solution related to 
d,* ED*. Hence, the proof is completed. 
THEOREM 4. In the decision system, zf the point (rc’, d,*) E ZZ x D* is a 
saddle point of the Lagrangian L(q d*) = Z(x) + (d*, V(K)), that is, 
L(7c”, d*) d L(n’, d,*) d L(n, d,*) (4.9) 
for all (n, d*) E 17 x D*. Then, if the positive cone D is closed, the policy 7~’ 
is an optimal solution for the problem (P). 
Proof. Since (rc’, d,* ) E ZZ x D* is a saddle point of the Lagrangian 
L(q d*), we have 
(d*, V(K’)> <d,*, J’(x’)> for all d* ED*. 
Hence, for any d,* ED*, 
(d: +d,*, V(n”)> d Cd,*, Vn’)>, 
that is, for all d: ED*, 
Cd:, f’(n”)> do. (4.10) 
Therefore, V(rr’) <D 8, because the positive cone D is closed. Moreover, 
from (4.9), (d,*, V(n”)) =O. 
Now, assume that n E 17 and V(z) GD 8. Then, according to (4.9) and 
(4.10), we obtain 
Z(x”) = Z(nO) + (d,*, V(nO)) 
<Z(x) + Cd,*, V70) 
=s Z(n). 
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Thus, 71’ minimizes Z(rc) subject to rc E 17 and I’(X) GD 8. It follows that 7~’ 
is an optimal solution for the problem (P). 
5. THE DUALITY PRINCIPLE FOR THE DECISION PROBLEM (P) 
Again we consider the decision problem 
minimize Z(X) subject o rc E 17 and I’(X) 6,Q. 
We define the primal function w(.) on the set Z as follows 
w(z) = inf(Z(7r) 1n E ZZ, V(n) do z) 
and IO = w(O), where 
(PI 
(5.1) 
Z= (z E R” 1 There exists a policy n E Z7 for which V(n) <D z}. 
The duality principle is based on the observation that Z, is equal to the 
maximum intercept with the vertical axis of all hyperplanes which lie below 
w( .). The maximum intercept is attained by the hyperplane determined by 
the Lagrangian multiplier of the problem (P). 
To express the duality principle analytically, it is necessary to introduce 
a dual function ‘rp corresponding to (5.1) defined on the positive cone 
D*cR”‘by 
cp(d*) = 2; L(n, d*), (5.2) 
where 
L(n, d*) = Z(n) + (d*, V(7c)). 
THEOREM 5. The dual function cp is concave and can be expressed as 
cp(d*) = inf (w(z) + (d*, z)). (5.3) 
ZCZ 
Prooj By a property of inlimum, it is easy to show concavity of cp. For 
any d* ED* and any z E Z, we have 
q(d*) = fz; L(n, d*) 
<inf(Z(rr)+ (d*, V(n))lz~K V(n)<,z) 
< w(z) + (d*, z). (5.4) 
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On the other hand, for any 7~’ E Z7, we have with 2, = V(n’) 
L(71’,d*)~inf(Z(n)+(d*,=,)In~ITI, V(x)<,,-,) 
= w(z,)+ (d*, z,) 
and hence 
dd*) > 2; (w(z) + (d*, z)). (5.5) 
By (5.4) and (5.5), we show that equality holds in (5.3). Thus, the theorem 
is proved. 
THEOREM 6 (Lagrangian Duality). Suppose that the decision system 
(2.1) satisfies the assumptions (Al), (A2), (A3), and (A4) and, further 
suppose that there exists a policy 7~’ E Z7 for which V(n’) E int( -D). Then, 
there exists a weak optimal stationary solution f m* related to d$ ED* such 
that 
Z,=inf(Z(7r)InEZZ, V(7r)QD0) 
= dyEye dd*) 
= cp(cl,*) 
= L(f” *, d,*). (5.6) 
Furthermore, if there exists an optimal policy 7~’ for the problem (P), then, 
n”minimizesL(qdg*)=Z(~)+(dg*, V(X)) on Z7and 
(d,*, V(7c”)) =O. 
Proof For any d* E D*, we have 
q(d*) = j;L L(E, d*) 
<inf(Z(n)+ (d*, V(Z)>IXEZ~, V(n)<,,@) 
<inf(Z(x)IzcE, V(7c)Go0) 
= I 0. 
Hence, from (5.7), it follows that 
(5.7) 
sup cp(d*) d I,. (5.8) 
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On the other hand, Lemma 2 shows the existence of the Lagrangian 
multiplier do* ED*, for which equality holds in (5.8). The remainder of the 
theorem is given in Section 4, Theorem 1. 
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